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Abstract. The presence of tumor cells in bone marrow, peripheral blood and lymph nodes has proven its clinical and prognostic
value. Since the frequency of these cells in bone marrow and blood is sometimes as low as 1 per million and due to the fact that
for the analysis of lymph nodes many sectioning levels have to be analyzed, automated imaging devices have been suggested as
an useful alternative to conventional manual screening of specimens. The aim of this paper is to review the performance of current
equipment that is commercially available, based on literature published so far. Requirements for introducing this equipment for
routine clinical practice are discussed.
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1. Introduction

Prognostication in case of newly diagnosed cancer
is of pivotal importance. The presence of tumor cells
outside the primary tumor is associated with a worse
course of disease. Depending in which organ tumor
cells are detected, different names have been coined for
these cells. Generally one speaks about micrometas-
tases when lymph nodes (LN) are considered, dissemi-
nated tumor cells (DTC) in case of bone marrow (BM)
and circulating tumor cells (CTC) in case of peripheral
blood (PB).

1. The search for metastases in lymph nodes (LN)
involvement is an established prognostic factor for re-
currence and survival [13,35,51]. The current routine
method for the detection of metastases exists of surgery
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of the primary tumor and resection of the surrounding
LN followed by pathological investigation of one rou-
tine heamatoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained section per
node.

In case of epithelial tumors the application of im-
munohistochemistry (IHC) for cytokeratin (CK) spe-
cific antibodies can be applied to improve the ability
to recognize smaller size metastasis and single dissem-
inated epithelial cells. In combination with the analy-
sis of multiple sections per node this results in the de-
tection of up to 35% more positive nodes as compared
to conventional histopathology [1,12,26]. This method
is particularly applied for thorough examination of the
sentinel lymph node (SLN) biopsy, which is the first
node to which the tumor metastasizes. For breast can-
cer it has been shown that the SLN can predict axillary
status in 95% of cases [24,46,49,53]. Further, in a sig-
nificant percentage (18%) of patients the detection of
micrometastases (<0.2 mm) is accompanied by second
echelon axillary lymph node metastases [45,50].

2. The detection of disseminated tumor cells in BM
is a new prognostic marker. Both in breast cancer as
in colorectal cancer is the presence of tumor cells in
BM a strong predictor for the development of overt
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metastases. Although recent publications convincingly
show that the presence of DTC in BM is an important
prognostic marker with clinical impact, it has not be-
come routine clinical practice [10,36,40,42,47,54]. To
make this step, large randomized clinical trials have to
be performed. This demands a standardized protocol,
for both sample processing and staining as well as for
specimen analysis and interpretation of the obtained
results. Such protocols have to be robust and reliable
but also cost effective.

3. The presence of CTC in PB appears to be an early
marker for recurrence and relapse as has been demon-
strated for breast cancer patients [14,15]. However for
this new prognostic marker the level of evidence has
not yet reached that as for BM.

In a consensus meeting held at the 5th International
Symposium of Minimal Residual Cancer in San Fran-
cisco September 2005 a uniform protocol was dis-
cussed for the processing and analysis of BM samples
to detect DTC. Also the use of an automated imaging
device was suggested to detect low frequency DTCs
and CTCs since many cells have to be analyzed to
obtain statistical reliable quantitative results. Further-
more since investigation of multiple sections increases
the chance for detecting CK positive cells in LN auto-
mated imaging devices also have advantages in case of
LN section analysis.

Other methods to be considered for detection of rare
cells are (RT) PCR and flow cytometry. PCR, when
specific markers are available, theoretically offers un-
paralleled sensitivity (up to 1 tumor cell in 107 or bet-
ter), but this method is hampered by high false positive
determinations [17,19,30]. Furthermore no visual con-
trol of the detected events is possible. Flow cytometry
is a powerful technique to analyze a large number of
cells in a few minutes, but lacks the sensitivity needed
for this purpose.

Manual screening of IHC stained slides is time
consuming and is prone to human error particularly
when multiple slides or sections have to be ana-
lyzed. In the past, automated microscopy using im-
age analysis has been introduced for automated screen-
ing of large amounts of cells to detect one single oc-
curring cell [6,41]. Proper interpretation of immuno-
cytochemical (ICC) staining along with careful mor-
phological assessment appears imperative to assure
that (ICC) stained cells are, in fact, tumor cells, as op-
posed to leukocytes or other non-neoplastic cells [7].

At least two models, including variations, have been
proposed for the process of metastases. According to

the first model the primary tumor is biologically het-
erogeneous and metastatic capacity is acquired late in
tumorigenesis [22]. The second model supports the hy-
pothesis that the capacity to metastasize is acquired
early during tumorigenesis and is intrinsic to the ma-
lignancy. Consequently, metastases can be found very
early from the onset of disease [4]. In the last model
early detection of the disseminated cells is of piv-
otal importance for further patient treatment. Recently
Kang et al report on a variant of these theories, still
only proven in mouse models, that within the primary
tumor subpopulations are present with a genetic sig-
nature which codes for the site of preferential hom-
ing [29]. One of the shortcomings of these tumor mod-
els is that they insufficiently take the various pathways
of dissemination into account, such as haematogenic
and lymphatic dissemination [42].

Current research finds new hypothesis for tumor
models and metastatic spread. According to the latest
theory only the stem cells are responsible for metasta-
sis formation [21]. Analysis of these cells is important
for the understanding of the tumor biology. Automated
imaging in combination with laser-capture techniques
can play an important role in the detection, identifica-
tion and analysis of such selected cells using molecular
techniques.

In this review article we have evaluated the perfor-
mance of automated imaging devices for the detection
of occult tumor cells in BM, PB and LN, its present
status for implementation in routine pathology diag-
nostic and to some attend its implications for patient
management.

2. Automated imaging devices

Commercially available systems typically consist of
an automated microscope, a personal computer and
a camera, mostly of the CCD type (charged cou-
pled device), for acquiring image data. Most functions
of the microscope such as filter selection, focusing,
stage movement, selection of magnification and of the
dichroic filter cubes in case of fluorescence are con-
trolled by the PC. The PC also processes the images
of the detected cells. These system parameters largely
determine the performance of the automated devices.
The CCD camera can be a color or black/white (b/w)
model. In the b/w model artificial color images can be
produced by combining sequentially recorded mono-
chromatic red, green, blue (RGB) images using the
proper filter settings. Devices are available for the au-
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tomatic loading of slides on the microscope stage. This
means that large batches of slides can be automati-
cally processed and analyzed overnight. The capacity
of these slide loaders varies from 8 to 100 slides.

Analysis can be performed using a conventional
bright-field microscope or be based on fluorescence.
Bright-field microscopy has the advantage over fluo-
rescence that the image acquisition is faster. In addi-
tion slides stained immuno-enzymatically for bright-
field analysis are stable over a long period and archival
material can be used. A disadvantage is that the num-
ber of antigens that can be stained simultaneously is
limited; in practice not more than two. Fluorescence
microscopy offers the advantage of multi-marker as-
sessment. However acquisition of images takes more
time, since sufficient numbers of photons must be inte-
grated to provide good quality images. In some cases
photobleaching offers a problem and automated focus-
ing in fluorescence is more complex and time consum-
ing than in case of bright-field imaging.

According to Abbe’s law the spatial resolution de-
pends on the wavelength of the light and the numeri-
cal aperture of the objective lens. Optimal results are
obtained if sampling occurs according to Nyquist, that
is the sampling frequency should be at least twice the
optical resolution. For example, when the spatial reso-
lution is 0.5 µm sampling should be at least 0.25 µm.
In case of digital image acquisition also the pixel size
of the CCD camera is relevant, as this relates directly
to the sampling frequency.

Obviously trade off’s between resolution and speed
can be made. For most systems switching between ob-
jectives is performed to increase efficiency. Scanning
is then performed first on lower magnification to select
regions of interest and subsequently only these regions
are analyzed at a higher magnification for the detection
of positive events.

A typical analysis procedure involves hands off
analysis of a preset area. During the automated analy-
sis the slide is moved by an automated scanning stage.
Generally, stepping or DC motors are used that run at
speeds varying between, for instance, 20–200 µm/sec
depending on the screw spindle used. This implies
that in principle a slide is scanned in several sec-
onds. However, this is the movement only and does not
take into account the start/stop commands, the record-
ing of the image by the CCD camera and the time
needed for automated focus. Generally, stage move-
ment is not the speed limiting step in automated analy-
sis. Autofocussing can be performed on regular fields
e.g. every 6th field, or be based on bilinear interpo-

lation between predefined focus points. Cells are usu-
ally selected on the basis of intensity and color of
the applied ICC staining in combination with shape
and size of the positive stained cells. Artifacts such as
degenerated cells, clumps of cells and debris can be
recognized as such by optimized image analysis algo-
rithms based on shape and intensity parameters. Se-
lected cells are stored in image memories for review
by the pathologist; in addition, of all selected cells cor-
responding coordinates (x, y, z) are saved which al-
lows for visual inspection using reallocation under the
microscope and subsequent confirmation or revision
of the selected tumor cells by the operator. Often an
overall low magnification digital image is produced by
stitching the individual recorded images together. Es-
sential is that proper corrections are made for image
overlap (typically, scanning is performed with some
overlap in fields in order to prevent the missing of im-
portant events) and for imaging errors such as shading.
Some commercial systems provide bright-field as well
as fluorescence analysis. Typically IHC stained cells
are detected on the basis of bright-field microscopy,
but further analysis of selected events of multiple fluo-
rescence markers (either FISH or ICC) is subsequently
applied for confirmation or to obtain additional prog-
nostic information [37].

Besides conventional microscopy (image plane scan-
ners), also object plane scanners exist, often used in
the fluorescence mode. Examples are laser scanning
systems [11,25,28]. Krivacic et al. reported on a fiber-
optic array scanning technology (FAST) which applies
laser-scanning techniques in combination with auto-
mated digital microscopy offering a considerable ad-
vantage in terms of speed over conventional automated
(fluorescence based) microscopy [34].

In conclusion, to assess the performance of an auto-
mated scanning system, key parameters are: (1) Speed:
what is the estimated frequency of the rare event to be
detected, and how many cells have therefore to be an-
alyzed? Example: for a frequency of 1 in 105, at least
106 cells should be analyzed. (2) Image quality: de-
termined by the optics [numerical aperture (NA)] and
magnification of the objective and the type of CCD
camera (number of pixels). Note that speed and image
quality are related: a higher magnification leads to a
smaller field of view and therefore to longer scanning
and analysis time. Also, the higher the numerical aper-
ture, the smaller the depth of focus, implying that aut-
ofocussing becomes more critical and may take more
time. (3) Robustness: largely determined by the soft-
ware, in particular in situations of unexpected events
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in the sample such as large areas of dirt, air bubbles,
empty fields, etc.

Other techniques for the detection of occult tumor
cells include the enumeration of epithelial cells, which
are separated from the blood by antibody-coated mag-
netic beads and identified with the use of fluorescently
labelled antibodies against CK and with a fluorescent
nuclear stain; a process that takes place in a specially
designed cell chamber [15]. For slide based systems
cells preferentially should be deposited on a fixed lo-
cation of the glass slide, evenly distributed to avoid
overlapping cells and preferentially as flat as possible
for easy focusing. Staining of the cells of interest with
specific monoclonal antibodies facilitates automated
analysis since cells are selected on basis of the spe-
cific color of the immuno-enzymatic substrate. Regular
staining and analysis of positive and negative control
samples is essential to monitor possible variables both
in staining and system performance. For most systems
software has been optimized to not miss any positive
cells, thereby generating an affordable number of arti-
facts.

2.1. Types of automated systems

Two commercial systems are available based on
bright-field microscopy and single marker detection
for cells in BM, PB and LN; the ACIS system from
ChromaVision Medical Systems, Inc (San Juan Capis-
trano, CA) and the ARIOL-SL50 system (formerly
MDS system) from Applied Imaging Corp. (Santa
Clara, CA) [2,8].

Furthermore the Metafer 3.0 (MetaSystems GmbH,
Altlussheim, Germany) represents an example of an
automated microscope system based on fluorescence
imaging, that has been successfully used to detect
small numbers of tumor cells in PB and BM [37]. Fi-
nally, there exists a system named REIS frequently
reported in the literature for the detection of tumor
cells in PB, which however is not commercially avail-
able [31–34]. As previously described fluorescence-
based analysis allows combining multiple markers to
characterize the DTC. The ARIOL and Metafer system
therefore have incorporated the possibility to combine
the scanning process in absorption with re-analysis of
selected events in fluorescence at higher microscopic
magnification.

The CellSearch System (Veridex) has a somewhat
different set up than the other systems. It consists of a
semi-automated system for the preparation of a sample
and a semi automated fluorescence-based microscopy

system but cells remain in a chamber while analyzed
using the microscope [14,15]. See also Table 1.

Next to the above mentioned systems, other slide
scanning systems (e.g. Aperio) are available but these
lack the dedicated application for the detection of dis-
seminated cells.

3. Detection of disseminated tumor cells in bone
marrow

In a large meta-analysis of 4703 patients with stage
I, II, or III breast cancer, the prognostic significance of
the presence of DTC in the BM at the time of diagnosis
was evaluated and found to be strongly associated with
a poor prognosis [9]. The results of this study are of
significant clinical value and would considerably im-
pact nowadays patient management in case all breast
cancer patients would be subjected to a BM aspirate to
search for DTC. Therefore attempts have been made to
analyze BM samples automatically.

In a recent, study Bauer et al. evaluated the use of
the ACIS system for identifying DTCs in human breast
cancer BM specimens in a study of normal BM, spiked
BM samples and BM samples obtained from breast
cancer patients [2]. Cells were stained using ICC for
cytokeratin with New Fuchsin as a substrate for alka-
line phosphatase and hematoxylin as a nuclear counter-
stain. The spiked BM samples were all found positive
whereas for the 39 originally reported negative breast
cancer patient samples 17 (44%) were scored positive
for the presence of CK positive cells by the pathologist
after automated analysis. Furthermore this study re-
ports a ∼11.9-fold reduction in pathologist review time
for automated microscopy using ACIS-assisted analy-
sis, relative to manual microscopy.

3.1. Performance of automated analysis compared to
conventional manual analysis

In a paper by Borgen et al. the detection sensi-
tivity of automated imaging using the MDS/ARIOL
system was compared to conventional manual screen-
ing [8]. Two pathologists analyzed clinical BM slides
from patients with breast cancer. Slides were stained
for CK using IHC. The automated procedure detected
50 out of 52 (96%) positive samples whereas only 32
(62%) were found by pathological examination. The
two missed samples contained abnormal cells that were
located outside the screening area defined for the auto-
mated analysis.
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Table 1

ACIS ARIOL REIS Metafer 3.0 CellSearch System

Detection system Absorption Absorption and fluo-
rescence

Fluorescence Fluorescence and
absorption

Fluorescence

Microscope Standard bright
field. Type not
known

Olympus BX61 Nikon Eclipse 1000 Axioplan 2
(Zeiss)

Cell Tracks Analyzer
II

Camera 3-chip Sony DX
9000

CCD Cohu CCD b/w Sensicam CCD CCD

Software Own design Own design Image-Pro Plus 4.5 Own design Own design.
Color detection Color, morphology

and fluorescence
based detection

Fluorescence detec-
tion

Time to analyze 1 ×
106 cells

14 min 15 min 20 min ** Contents of 7.5 ml
blood in 7 min

Time for reviewing∗ 2 min/slide 1–2 min/slide 2 min/slide data not given Related tumor cell
number and tumor
cell debris

Capacity 100 slides/run 50 slides/run 1 slide/run 8 slides/run 9 cartridges/hour

Magnification 10×∗ 10×∗ 4×∗ variable 10×

Evaluation of detected
cells at higher magni-
fication

Second scan:
×40, ×60

Second scan: ×20,
×40, ×60

Second scan: ×10,
×20, ×40, ×60

Second scan:
×63, ×100

Application BM, PB, LN BM, PB, LN PB BM BM, PB

Target staining
(enzyme or direct
label)

Cytokeratin
(alkaline
phosphatase)

Cytokeratin (alkaline
phosphatase)

Cytokeratin
(rhodamine)

Cytokeratin
(FITC)

EpCAM (ferrofluid)

Additional features Reanalysis of selected
objects using fluores-
cence mode

Total cell count based
on DAPI image

Total cell count
based on DAPI
image

Confirmation selected
cells: Cytokeratin,
CD45, DAPI

∗Evaluation at higher magnification with interactive artifact rejection software based on shape and size.
∗∗According to information from brochure; acquisition up to 7000 cells/second, analysis time is unknown.

Kraeft et al. found in a study of 39 BM samples from
breast cancer patients, fluorescently stained for cytok-
eratin, that 44% of the positive samples were missed
by manual screening but positively identified using the
ACIS system [2].

Becker et al. analyzed 298 BM slides from patients
with breast cancer, stained for bright-field using the
2E11 monoclonal antibody. Manual analysis of 178 cy-
tospin samples did not show any tumor cells, whereas
the ACIS system was able to detect tumor cells in 43
(24%) of these cases [3].

The results of these studies show that automated
imaging devices are able to detect DTC in the mononu-

clear cell fraction with a sensitivity that is at least equal
but often better than manual screening.

The reliability of the automated screening procedure
has been tested by Borgen et al. for the MDS/ARIOL
system in a series of repeated measurements using
slides stained for CK using IHC [8]. They found that
the screening analysis was stable from day to day for
a single machine and from one machine to the other.
The variation of the system in the detection of the num-
ber of objects to be verified by the operator was 8–9%;
the reproducibility in detecting true positive cells was
100% over a period of 5 days [2].
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4. Detection of circulating tumor cells in
peripheral blood

Since tumor cell dissemination into the BM takes
place via blood circulation, it should be possible to
detect these cells in a PB sample. A simple blood
test would, in contrast to BM aspiration, allow for the
analysis to be frequently repeated and be used for stag-
ing at diagnosis as well as for therapy monitoring and
long-term patient management. Circulating tumor cells
(CTC) have been successfully detected and isolated
from blood but not yet with an unequivocal consen-
sus [20,27,43,44], although recently a large technical
progress in this field has been made by Veridex [14,15].
The frequency of positive cells in the different pub-
lished studies varies considerably. These variations can
be due to the analysis of different tumor types but can
also be a result of a limited sensitivity of the available
assays. The biology and clinical importance of CTC’s
in PB is far from understood.

Kraeft et al. used the REIS system and investigated
its sensitivity for the analysis of PB samples from can-
cer patients [33]. Data from 80 slides obtained from
breast and lung cancer revealed that as many as 14
of 35 positive slides (40%) were missed by manual
screening but positively identified by REIS.

Witzig et al. examined the feasibility for identifying
and enumerating CK+ cells in the PB of breast can-
cer patients using anti-EpCAM-conjugated immuno-
magnetic beads for carcinoma cell enrichment by auto-
mated detection using the ACIS system [55]. Twenty-
eight percent of the breast cancer patients demon-
strated CK+ cells including 76% of patients with
metastastic disease, 8% with N+ disease and none of
the patients with N− disease. A further study should
demonstrate a possible correlation with prognosis [55].
This group performed an additional study to investi-
gate the reproducibility of the ACIS system for tu-
mor cell detection. Four slides were independently an-
alyzed using 3 separate systems. All four specimens
revealed identification of identical numbers (repro-
ducibility 100%) of cells (range 1–49) for three sys-
tems [55].

Till now only two studies have analyzed the impact
of finding CTC on disease free and overall survival.
The main reason is that it is important to first develop
and rigorously test the performance of isolation and de-
tection of these cells before large-scale clinical studies
are undertaken. Pierga et al. report a study on the com-
parison of blood and BM samples from 114 breast can-
cer patients at different stages of disease (I–IV) [43].

Cytospin Ficoll fractions of mononuclear cells were
analyzed from both PB and BM, stained for the cy-
tokeratin monoclonal antibody A45B/B3 and automat-
ically analyzed with ACIS. CK+ cells were detected in
28 (24.5%) patients in blood and in 67 (59%) patients
in bone marrow. The presence of CK+ cells in blood
strongly correlated with the presence of CK+ cells
in BM. Twenty-six (93%) patients with CK+ cells in
blood also had positive BM (p < 0.001). Positive cells
were detected in the peripheral blood from 7.5% of
stage I/II patients, 36% in stage III and 41% patients
with stage IV (P = 0.017). The presence of circulat-
ing CK+ cells in PB did not statistically correlate with
disease-free survival. However, the authors conclude
that this method of detection may be useful to moni-
tor the efficacy of treatment in advanced metastatic dis-
ease.

Recently, Cristofanilli et al. published two papers in
which the presence of CTC was evaluated in a prospec-
tive study for patients with metastatic breast cancer.
Patients were also monitored for 6 months after treat-
ment initiation. Detection of CTCs before and after ini-
tiation of first-line therapy in patients with metastatic
breast cancer were found highly predictive factors for
progression-free (P = 0.0014) and overall survival
(P = 0.0048) [14,15].

5. Detection of micrometastases in lymph nodes

Strategies for investigating SLN were designed in a
consensus meeting of the College of American Pathol-
ogists primarily aiming to detect metastases of size
2 mm or larger, since only the presence of metastasis
of this size had been shown to convincingly correlate
with survival [23]. It was furthermore recommended to
apply multiple sectioning of whole SLN at 2 mm inter-
vals in order to increase detection sensitivity.

Despite the increased workload many centers apply
multiple sectioning at even smaller intervals, since it
has been shown that the sensitivity for detecting oc-
cult cells and micrometastasis <0.2 mm increases up
to a certain level with the number of sections investi-
gated [50]. Although they may not have prognostic im-
pact with respect to overall survival, such micrometas-
tases or even single cells are in a significant percent-
age of patients accompanied by second echelon metas-
tases, thereby being clinically relevant as they indicate
the need for further axillary dissection [16,45,50].

IHC staining using cytokeratin specific antibodies is
applied to improve the recognition rate of smaller size
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metastasis and single tumor cells in particular. As an
example, the application of IHC in combination with
the analysis of multiple sections results in the detec-
tion of up to 35% more positive nodes as compared to
conventional histopathology [1,12,26].

Basically, micrometastasis have been further defined
with a lower limit and are designated pN1mi for metas-
tases >0.2 mm but not >2 mm. The category of metas-
tases that are <0.2 mm have been designated isolated
tumor cells and are classified pN0 with modifiers to in-
dicate method of detection as follows: pN0(I−) IHC
performed but negative; pN0(I+), IHC positive but no
clusters larger than 0.2 mm; pN0(mol− and +) identi-
cal for PCR” [18,48].

One of the key questions will be, if manual meth-
ods provide sufficient sensitivity and if examination of
multiple sections can be performed in a cost-effective
way. The rate of missed metastasis (micro or macro)
in routine diagnostic pathology ranges from 2% to
9% [48]. Metastases may also be missed even when
IHC staining is applied, which is ascribed to human
failure and fatigue; problems that can be circumvented
to a large extent when automated detection is applied.

5.1. Performance of automated analysis compared to
conventional manual analysis

Recent studies have indicated that automated imag-
ing devices are potentially more sensitive than man-
ual microscopy [38,52]. In a study by Weaver et al.
100 IHC-negative SLN biopsies were re-analyzed by
automated imaging. Additional micrometastases, were
detected in 10.4% of the cases that were originally
negative classified as node negative using conventional
manual microscopy, and revealed the presence of sin-
gle tumor cells and groups up to 30 µm in size [52].

In a recent published study our group has reported
results on the use of an automated image device to re-
analyze sections from SLN that had been IHC stained
as part of routine common practice in two clinical cen-
ters in the Netherlands [39]. Automated imaging did
not misclassify one single positive node. However, in
a significant percentage (5.9% and 12.5%) of nodes
manually classified as negative, tumor cells and even
groups of cells were detected and confirmed by the
pathologist. Moreover, it was shown that due to a high
degree of automation the pathologist’s operational time
at the instrument was kept within constraints, which
enables the introduction of this new technology in rou-
tine clinical pathology.

6. Conclusions and future prospects

Based on studies reported so far it is justified to con-
clude that automated imaging devices are potentially
more sensitive, reproducible, and accurate than routine
pathological evaluation for rare events like dissemi-
nated tumor cells in bone marrow, peripheral blood and
lymph nodes. Automated analysis is also faster due to
the possibility to analyze large sets of slides overnight.
Thereby it offers the possibility to analyze a larger part
of the patient sample (more LN sections, more BM
and PB slides from one patient), which is essential
in situations where the disseminated cells are at very
low frequency. Concluding one can state that (1) the
methodology is ready, (2) the clinical impact is proven,
(3) thus it is time for implementation. The first question
that will rise is, if these systems are ready for routine
use in pathology laboratories. As far as their perfor-
mance is concerned, most likely yes. Whether this can
be done in a cost effective way largely depends on the
workload c.q. number of patients for which this type of
analysis is meaningful. The problem is that most hos-
pitals will not have enough patient material to effec-
tively utilize the capacity that is provided by the 24
hour analysis capability of some machines. That is, to
say not within the current clinical practice. However if
for all major cancers, for which PB, BM and LN exam-
inations are considered meaningful, automated analy-
sis would be applied, then one machine for an average
size hospital probably would be enough. This work-
load strongly depends on the embedding of above men-
tioned PB, BM and LN analysis in the clinic when clin-
icians are enthusiastic to change the current concept
and request for these examinations. Clinical implemen-
tation will also depend on the fact to what extent a pos-
itive result of these assays will have therapeutic conse-
quences. As a result the operational costs of these sys-
tems can then be reimbursed by regular health insur-
ance.

When applying an automated system to detect CTCs,
DTCs or micrometastasis in case of different tumor
types, it is strongly recommended to fine tune the soft-
ware algorithm for cell selections for each type of can-
cer on a representative set of tumor cases (learning
set) and subsequently test these (test set) prior to clini-
cal applications. Besides tumor type, the variability of
staining protocols is a potential performance determin-
ing factor that should be controlled in a similar way.

The second question is whether detection (and enu-
meration) of IHC positive cells is enough for proper
patient management. Current research focuses on the
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development of new markers that further characterize
these cells [5]. Such markers may provide information
about their proliferative activity, their metastatic poten-
tial, or the predictive value for therapy outcome. By
the improvement of the array techniques the analysis
of single cells will become a realistic option. Auto-
mated imaging devices can assist in this technology.
There is the feasibility to search for target cells on ba-
sis of cellular characteristics (CK, EpCAM, e.g.) and
transform the coordinates of the found objects to laser
microdissection systems (LMD). Once specific mark-
ers are found, this can be translated to FISH probes
and reanalyze the slides by the same system for further
characterization which will aid in specific and accu-
rate analysis of these single cells. This may lead to new
markers that can be used to help in therapy selection
and predict outcome and as such contribute to patient
management.
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